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Hello Steffen thank you for your response. That's right, I can use @page:first to access the footer on my front page, but if I use something like: @page: First @bottom-left: some text - , then I didn't get any text on my footer on the front page if I use: @page: First @bottom Center: And I have one more



thing, how could I prevent the merger of that title page? I'm exporting space with one page, for example. Then I have 2 pages that will be counted for the front page and for a normal page. I can hide pagenumbering for the front page, but exported it still finds them on another page. Is there a way to get
something like @page -@bottom-right: content: counter (page) / counter (pages)-1 ; Thank you for your great support! AndreasC Jeff, I had the same problem that you encountered - although I added a logo like the BG-image it did not appear. I learned that this worked when I added the 00a0 content
attribute and set the width to the appropriate level. I don't know if this is the right way to do it, but at least it works! In general, my page format looks like this: @page-@top-right content: 00a0;width: 200px;margin-top: 10px;background-image: url (pathToMyJPG); background repeat: no repeat;background
position:right center; @bottom Center: Page counter (page); Font-family: ConfluenceInstalledFont, Helvetica, Arial, no serifs; font size: 8pt; / - Any other page-specific rules: 210 mm 297 mm; Also: I've learned that the background-size attribute doesn't seem to work within the fusion, so you'll have to
change the size of the image manually (as part of any image editing software) before downloading it. This page contains information about advanced PDF export settings. They expand to the regular settings described in the Set Up Export pdf. The following information is for advanced users. Keep in mind
that the advanced settings described below require knowledge of some parts of the Merger, as well as CSS and HTML. Settings are not supported by Atlassian, so our support engineers won't be able to help you with these modifications. Adding Henders and Footers to the single page of the ExportsSingle
Export page doesn't support adding HTML blanks and lackeys through the PDF Layout page, but you can use the CSS rules in the STYLEsheet PDF page (Space Tools zgt; Look and feel the PDF Stylesheet) to produce blanks and/or lackeys for one-page exports. For custom blanks, identify any of the
following rules in @page rules: @top left, @top center, and @top on the right. These rules allow you to determine the content on the left, the center and right side of your page's title, For custom lackeys, identify @bottom, @bottom center and @bottom the rules in your @page rule. For example, the
following rules add the name of a document in the center of the center headline and page number in the center of the footman: CSS - PDF Stylesheet @page - @top Center - content: The title of the document goes here; / This is the content that will appear in the headline : ConfluenceInstalledFont,
Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif; Font size: 8pt @bottom; /- This is the content that will appear in footer -- / font-family: ConfluenceInstalledFont, Helvetica, Arial, without serifs; Font size: 8pt; B/- Any other page-specific rules: Notes: The properties of the font family and font ensure that the title and footman text
is displayed in the same default font style that is used for body text, based on the default CSS rules. This method cannot be used to insert images (stored as attachments in a Confluence instance) into the heads and lackeys of a single page export. To insert an image into a header or footman, add HTML
to the Header or Footer section of the PDF Layout screen. The following example uses the HTML img element with the src attribute to add the image to the left of the title. The src attribute refers to an image attached to the Merger page. The image element is usually placed in the div container. HTML -
PDF Layout: Headline Section of the zlt;div style-margin-top: 10.0mm; The 12346 attribute in the src attribute is the page identification number to which the image is attached. Follow these instructions to include the image on the page: Attach the image to the Merger page. Browse the list of attachments on
this page, and then tap the image's right button and copy its location. Insert a link into the corresponding src' attribute in the PDF style table, as shown above. Edit the URL of the image so that it is relative by removing the first part of the URL before /download/.... Notes: This example uses an inline CSS-
margin top in the style attribute to force an image from the top of the page by 10 mm. This comes in handy when the header image is large enough to touch or spill over to the top of the page. Similarly, for lackeys, you can use box-bottom:XXmm property to force an image from the bottom of the page 'XX'
mm. Very large images can spill over onto the body of the page or change the position of the text or other elements used in the title or footer. In such situations, it is recommended that you reduce the size of the image and then attach it to the merge page again. If you prefer to keep the image size and
want to move the content below, you can do so by customizing properties with a margin top @page CSS rules. By default, the header image or footman is aligned in the side of the page. However, you can align this image with the central or right side of the page page either text-alignment:center or text-
alignment: the correct properties of the style attribute. For example, to align a header image on the right side of a page, the style attribute will look the same as this one: style'margin-top:10mm; text-alignment:right. Incorporating other default fonts, The Merger provides Times New Roman, Helvetica or
Courier fonts for use in THE export OF PDF. You can use your own fonts to export PDF by declaring them in the CSS @font-face rule in your STYLEsheet PDF.The next example of the CSS rule shows how to declare the Consolas font and apply it to some elements for your PDF export: CSS - PDF
Stylesheet @font-face src: url (file://usr/share/fonts/consolas.ttf); -fs-pdf-font-embed: embed; .code pre, .preformatted pre, tt, kbd, code, samp - font family: Consolas, monospace; Font size: 9pt; The font path specified in the CSS should be the way to the font on the Confluence server. By adding a
dynamic header to the front page, when you export an arbitrary set of pages from Confluence, you can automatically add the appropriate title to the cover page (or header). You can do this (somewhat irregularly) using a top-level item from the default content table as a header. This method is based on
structuring exported pages as a top-level substline. In other words, the pages that will be exported should consist of a page (at the top level) and all its children's pages. The result is that the title that appears on the cover varies depending on the top-level page that is used for export. CSS below moves,
and styles, the top-level TOC item to use as a title on the cover of the page, and turns off the leader and page number usually associated with that item in the TOC. CSS - PDF Stylesheet .fsTitlePage Position:relative; Left:0px; / Turn off the default section number for this TOC element ./ .toclvl0:before
counter-loading: Chapter 0; / / - Hide the default page numbering for this TOC element ./ .toclvl0 .tocnum - display: no; / Moving and style of this element TOC ./ .toclvl0 - position:absolute; top:250px; Font size: 42px; font-weight: bold; Margin: 72px 0 4px; Text-alignment: center; Hiding text from the PDF
section of OutputThis describes a way to hide text from PDF exports. In other words, you can have text on the Merger page that will not appear in the PDF export. There are three steps: Follow the instructions for determining the NoPrint macro. Use the NoPrint macro to mark some text on the Merger
page. Add the following CSS to the PDF style table to make the export PDF recognize the NoPrint macro: CSS - PDF Stylesheet .noprint - display: no; Indexing To get the index at the end PDF file, consider using the scroll Wiki PDF Exporter plugin that is produced by K15t Software GmbH.NotesIf style
does not work as expected, useful to look at on THE HTML source to which CSS is applied. This intermediate HTML is created whenever you create an HTML export that contains several pages and is stored in the temp catalog in confluence's home catalog. For example: /temp/htmlexport-20110308-
154047-1/export-intermediate-154047-2.html Confluence provides a basic PDF export that you can customize and style to suit your needs. You need Space Admin permissions to customize PDF exports in space, as well as global Confluence administrator permissions to customize PDF exports for the
entire site. When someone exports space to a PDF, Confluence will apply any layouts and styling directions that it finds in the current space or set globally for the entire site. PDF Layout allows you to add a front page to the PDF and add a header and footman to all pages. The PDF style table allows you
to change the look of the PDF. You can change almost everything, including paper size, fonts and colors, intervals, and management behavior, such as page breaks. Both PDF Layout and PDF Stylesheet can be customized on a space-based space or around the world for the entire site. Setting up space
will always override any global settings. This means that you can't mix and match and install some elements around the world and others on the cosmic level. Restrictions there are a few restrictions to be aware of: Changes in the PDF layout apply only to space exports, not to the export of one page (via
the PDF. Confluence Server and Data Center treat the export space a little differently. This means that some options, such as adding page numbers through CSS, are not available in PDF images created by the Data Center. We recommend selecting page numbers on the export screen if you need to
view your pages. We provide a number of customization examples to get you started, however Atlassian Support can't help you with stacking PDFs or problems entered by your settings. If you are new to CSS, you might want to get help from an Atlassian solution partner, or end the Marketplace app
account as a PDF scroll exporter that has a WYSIWYG editor to help you produce a beautiful PDFs typo. The PDF layout fields accept HTML. You can also include inline CSS in HTML. To change the PDF layout for the entire site: Go to the total configuration of the PDF Layout. To do this, you need to
obtain the global permissions of the Confluence administrator. You need to choose to edit and then add settings in the title, title, or Footer fields. To change the PDF layout for a specific space: Go into space Look and feel from the bottom side of the sidebar you'll need Space Admin resolution to do so.
Select PDF Layout.Choose Edit, and then add settings in the title, header or Footer fieldsPDF Layout examplesDka examplesdd some examples of what you can do in the PDF Layout. The PDF layout can take HTML and built-in CSS. Title pageIn this example, we added the name Documentation for the
Merger, the logo, and the additional title Content above the content table. (atlassian_logo.png/div class/fsTitleTitleTitleTitle) The image of the logo we used is attached to the Merger page on the same site. You can recognize the attachment ID by correctly clicking on the image on the page and copying its
location. In this example, we added a simple text to a footman with some copyright information and included a link. Established in 2018 Atlassian. Licensed under the creative commons.org/licenses/by/2.5/au/'gt;with Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 Australia License. Changing the PDFThe PDF
Stylesheet style table allows you to change the look of the PDF. This includes things like paper size, fonts, colors, intervals and other styles. To change the PDF style table for the entire site: Go to the general configuration of the pdf Stylesheet. To do this, you need to obtain the global permissions of the
Confluence administrator. You need to choose to edit and then add CSS. To change the PDF style table for a specific space: Go into space and select Space and Feel tools from the bottom of the sidebar, you'll need Space Admin permission to do so. Select Stylesheet.Choose Edit and then add CSS.
Examples of STYLE stylesheet PDFs already include several examples of general override CSS that can be used in the PDF style table. The default CSS rules will apply if you don't specify a redefinition in the STYLEsheet PDF.Page sizeThe default page size is the U.S. letter (8.5 inches wide by 11
inches in length). To override this behavior and specify a specific size, add a size property to the CSS @page CSS rule. For example, for the export of your A4 space: @page / The size of the A4 paper is 210 mm wide and 297 mm in length / size: 210 mm 297 mm; Orientation of the pageIn changing the
orientation of the PDF page, changing the order of values stated @page the property of the rule. The first and second values of this property represent the width and height of the page respectively. For example, to create an A4 PDF in a landscape, your rule @page might look like this: @page/A4 page
size in landscape orientation is 297 mm wide and 210 mm in length/size: 297 mm 210 mm; The default page margin is 0.5. To set all fields up to 15mm, with a paper A4 size, edit the CSS rule @page in a PDF style table like this: @page and size: 210mm 297mm; Margin: 15mm; To Fields yourself, edit
the rule @page as: @page - margin on top: 2.54 cm; Margin-bottom: 2.54 cm; Margin left: 1.27 cm; Right margin: 1.27 cm; Set the fields to turn the gutter for printed document, you can use :left and :right pseudo-classes, as follows: @page:left - margin on the left: 4 cm; Margin-right: 3 cm; - @page:right -
margin on the left: 3 cm; Margin-right: 4 cm; - @page:first - margin-top: 10 cm /- Upper limit on the first page 10 cm. Page breaks by default, each page of the Merger will start on a new page in the PDF. If you don't want each page of the Merger to start on a new page, you can override the default page
breaks using the following CSS: .pagetitle - page-break-up: auto; This behavior changed in Link 6.13. If you use Confluence 6.12 or earlier, page breaks are not added before each page title. If you use the Confluence Data Center, you won't be able to change this behavior because THE PDFs are
generated page by page in the external process pool and then combined as soon as all the pages are completed. The word wrappingLong, indestructible words or strings (such as URL) will automatically wrap to match the width of the page, or the width of the cell if in the table. If you don't want words or
long lines to break down you can use the following CSS: div and word-wrapper: normal !important; This can mean that formatting the table in the PDF is problematic, and very long content can overflow, and be cut off the page. The title pageIf you have added the front page to the PDF layout, you can use
the following rules to change the look of the front page and the title text. .fsTitlePage - margin on the left: automatic; Margin-top: 50 mm; Margin-right: automatic; break-after page:always .fsTitle - font size: 42px; font-weight: bold; Margin: 72px 0 4px 0; text-alignment:center; The Content Table table is
enabled by default when you export space to a PDF. It will appear at the beginning of the document or after the front page if you have set up the front page in the PDF layout. To omit the content table, use the following override: div.toc - display: no; The content table uses the leader symbol to visually
connect the page title to its page number. By default, that's the point. Allowed values are dotted, solid and space. You can also use a line, such as a leader (. . . . The example below uses a solid line instead of dots. span.toclead:to content: leader (solid); Tables, when you export a page that contains a
table, we will reduce the width of the table columns as much as possible, so that the entire table fits comfortably on the page. Individual columns will be misanthroped to match the content of each column. If you prefer table columns to always be the same width, you can use the following CSS: - table-plan:
fixed !important; Width: 98% !important; Any images in the table will be exported using the size set in the editor. If your table contains large images, part of the table can be cut off when in PDF.  To ensure that nothing is cut off, we recommend using the image size in the editor so that the total width does
not exceed about 600px (for the A4 page in portrait orientation). In addition, you can use the following CSS to match the images to an accessible width: table img.confluence-embedded-image-fs-fit-images-to-width: 100% !important; Page numbers The best way to add page numbers to a document is to
select page numbers on the export screen. If you're using Confluence Server and want more control over where page numbers are displayed, you can use CSS to add numbers.  If you use the Confluence Data Center, you can't add page numbers using these methods because THE PDFs are generated
page by page in the external process pool and then combined as soon as all the pages are completed. Instead, use the Turn on page numbers option on the export screen. To add Page x of y page numbers at the bottom of the page, add the following CSS to the PDF style table: @page - @bottom Center
- Content: Page Counter (Page) counter (pages); font-family: ConfluenceInstalledFont, Helvetica, Arial, without serif; Font size: 8pt; Alternatively, you can add page numbers at the foot. This requires changes to the PDF layout and style table. First, add an item to the PDF layout. In this example, we'll call
it pageNum: Then, in the PDF style table, the pageNum style is as follows: #pageNum:to content: counter (page); The size of the headlines in the PDF export roughly corresponds to the size used on the Confluence pages. You can easily override them as follows: h1/ Custom Style / h2 / Custom Style
This behavior changed in the merger of 6.13.  In Link 6.12 and earlier, the headlines were downgraded depending on the location of the page in the page tree. Now the headlines are a consistent size on each page. Other formattingSYou can use a style table to adjust the output of almost anything on the
page, including fonts, tables, line intervals, macros, etc. So the first step in setting up something is to find a selector for an HTML element produced by Confluence or Merger Macro. Then add the CSS rule to the PDF style table.  Styles.  confluence pdf space export footer
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